答辞

where 答辞 is a term in Japanese that refers to a formal statement or declaration.

書く

where 書く is a verb meaning to write or to describe.

の

where の is a particle in Japanese that indicates possession or relationship.

索で

where 索で is a verb phrase meaning to search or to examine.

問線

where 問線 is a verb phrase meaning to ask or to question.

五

where 五 is a number in Japanese.

理を

where 理を is a verb phrase meaning to reason or to consider.

字程考え

where 字程考え is a verb phrase meaning to consider in some sense or to examine.

いう

where いう is a verb phrase meaning to say or to speak.

新い語せ

where 新い語せ is a verb phrase meaning to create or to invent new language.

捨る

where 捨る is a verb meaning to abandon or to discard.

傍問部

where 傍問部 is a term in Japanese that refers to a section or part of a text.

具に

where 具に is a verb phrase meaning to have or to use.

い

where い is a particle in Japanese that indicates the existence of something.

書き

where 書き is a verb meaning to write or to record.

こ

where こ is a particle in Japanese that indicates a particular time or place.

う

where う is a particle in Japanese that indicates a particular time or place.

ち

where ち is a particle in Japanese that indicates a particular time or place.

辞三版

where 辞三版 is a term in Japanese that refers to a specific edition of a dictionary.

・安手

where ・安手 is a particle in Japanese that indicates the use of a particular tool or instrument.

服装

where 服装 is a noun meaning dress or clothing.

を

where を is a particle in Japanese that indicates the use of a particular tool or instrument.

さや

where さや is a noun meaning dress or clothing.

浮い

where 浮い is an adjective meaning floating or light.

た

where た is a particle in Japanese that indicates the use of a particular tool or instrument.

な

where な is a particle in Japanese that indicates the existence of something.

ど

where ど is a particle in Japanese that indicates the existence of something.

が

where が is a particle in Japanese that indicates the existence of something.

の

where の is a particle in Japanese that indicates possession or relationship.

が

where が is a particle in Japanese that indicates the existence of something.

的

where 的 is a particle in Japanese that indicates possession or relationship.

な

where な is a particle in Japanese that indicates the existence of something.

ど

where ど is a particle in Japanese that indicates the existence of something.

が

where が is a particle in Japanese that indicates the existence of something.

の

where の is a particle in Japanese that indicates possession or relationship.

が

where が is a particle in Japanese that indicates the existence of something.

の

where の is a particle in Japanese that indicates possession or relationship.

が

where が is a particle in Japanese that indicates the existence of something.

の

where の is a particle in Japanese that indicates possession or relationship.

が

where が is a particle in Japanese that indicates the existence of something.

の

where の is a particle in Japanese that indicates possession or relationship.

が

where が is a particle in Japanese that indicates the existence of something.

の

where の is a particle in Japanese that indicates possession or relationship.

が

where が is a particle in Japanese that indicates the existence of something.

の

where の is a particle in Japanese that indicates possession or relationship.

が

where が is a particle in Japanese that indicates the existence of something.

の

where の is a particle in Japanese that indicates possession or relationship.

が

where が is a particle in Japanese that indicates the existence of something.

の

where の is a particle in Japanese that indicates possession or relationship.

が

where が is a particle in Japanese that indicates the existence of something.

の

where の is a particle in Japanese that indicates possession or relationship.